Example Structure for podcast assignment

Environmental Podcast Project - Process

- Choose topic and develop teams. Assess strengths of your team and assign tasks: Interviewers, editors, visual developer, team leaders etc
- *Each Team member: Literature review. Select 2 articles. One must be peer reviewed. Submit citation and links to articles
- *Each Team member: Submit two questions for your expert
- Collate all team questions and edit for interview
- Schedule 20-minute interview with your expert
- Conduct interview
- Edit raw audio file to 10-12 min add to visual presentation
- *Submit team evaluation
- *Present your podcast to the class!

*Graded

Key Topic areas from class:
- Climate Change
- Fire
- Water (Drought, Ocean acidity)
- Forests (Deforestation etc.)
- Invasive Species
- Recycling and Waste